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would be relevant to any article, publicity or 
promotion. 
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ABOUT THE BOOK 
This book contains modernized spiritual teachings for applications in all spheres of life. It 
is an updated version of the teachings Manuel has been sharing with the world in 
incarnation after incarnation. It is an almost encyclopedia of spirituality where people will 
learn to master all the divine powers so they can be the gods and goddesses they are meant 
to be. 
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“The world is finally ready for the true spiritual teachings after the recent awakening of 
masses. Yet, they need guidance in a way that they feel connected eye to eye with the 
teacher. This is why I wrote this book like a conversation with the reader, real and raw, as 
they will learn in a very concrete form,” Manuel says. He adds, “Whether you are a beginner 
or advanced light worker, I made sure that both would learn equally at the speed that they 
are ready for, by creating five different ways of reading the book.” 
  
When asked what he wants readers to take away from the book, Skye answered, “That we 
possess all the divine powers within, and are using them already even if we are sometimes 
not aware of it. We will simply learn to recognize them, then learn to master them. Also, 
imagination is a very rare thing. Most of our thoughts are from the realm of intuition, 
creation, past life memories, connection with the collective consciousness and all entities 
around us. Once we become aware of this, it is when we can truly comprehend the true 
mission of our soul and embrace the life path we have created for ourselves united with the 
collectivity. In addition, the shift of consciousness that everyone is seeking for, only 
happens when we remove the imprint of fear, guilt and shame from all spheres of our lives. 
They are societal constructs that are preventing us from elevating our vibration. Especially 
when it comes to sacred sexuality, as this is what allowed our soul to be channeled from the 
astral to the material realm, to be born in a physical body. We can only ascend if we truly 
celebrate and honor what gave us life in the first place.” 

“Reaching for the seventh, seventh sky and higher, 
Searching infinity for the answers, 

While the truth simply wanders, 
Into our lives seven skies under.” 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 
Born into a spiritual family, Manuel Skye had the chance to grow up with awareness of the 
astral realm and all related phenomena considered back then as supernatural. At the age of 
18, he went through a reawakening in which he started to actively learn and study to 
remaster all the spiritual work, from astral traveling to intuition, healing, memories of 
reincarnations, foreseeing the future, and more, getting close to all that his grandfather was 
already a master of. At 25, he manifested the arrival of a clairaudient spiritual coach, which 
allowed him to make a big leap of mastery in the realm of divine powers. Soon enough, he 
found out he had mastered all those skills in former lives. After an accident and a divine 
encounter, Manuel gave up everything from his former lifestyle to realize three of his 
dreams. Between the ages of 35 and 37, he finally became a yoga teacher, an acrobat, and a 
famous adult star. Applying true spirituality and consciousness in all these new disciplines 
was an important part of his life path, which allowed him to bring his mission to the next 
level and truly help the rise of consciousness of humanity 

WHAT INSPIRED THE WRITING OF THIS BOOK? 
It’s been twenty years that Manuel wanted to write this book, to teach people about their full 
spiritual potential and so called superpowers. Yet a while back, half of the people thought 
some of those concepts were somewhat crazy. There has been a massive awakening in recent 
years, and everyone around Manuel and in his fanbase started to insist that he would teach 
them. It’s also part of an agreement he had preincarnation with his clairaudient spiritual 
coach. Francis agreed to teach Manuel, as long as he agreed to share all the spiritual 
knowledge with the world one day. When it was finally time, Manuel received the entire 
inspiration of the book all at once, the title, the chapters, the introduction and the reading 
paths. 
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THE 18 CHAPTERS 
Each of them open with a mantra and close with an original poem, offering the readers the 
opportunity to raise their vibrations also with art.     

1: Born Spiritual 
2: Reawakening 
3: Paranormal, the New Normal 
4: Angel, Soul, Ghost, Entity 
5: Awakening the Healer 
6: Elevated Health and Breath 
7: Elevated Fitness and Body Care 
8: Intentions for a Synchronized Life 
9: Angelic Intervention 
10: When the Future Comes to Speak to You 
11: Connection to Nature and Elements 
12: Diving into the Mystery of Water 
13: The Life Path 
14: Sacred Sexuality 
15: Evolving Psychic Abilities: From Astral 
Traveling to Intuition and Everything in Between 
16: Reincarnation 
17: Between Lives, between Day and Night 
18: My Fortieth Year and On  

WHY 700 HUNDRED PAGES? 
Spirituality in itself is very simple, we just have to do the feats and stop asking how. The 
lengthy work though, is to unlearn the mechanisms that have been imprinted into us by 
society. Manuel’s life experiences, which are oftentimes supernatural, prove that once we 
believe, we create the space for our psychic powers to manifest. Basically, 700 hundred 
pages to tell the readers that they don’t need any of those pages, but simply need to connect 
within their heart. And that is the lengthy process of each chapter, which needs thorough 
work, introspection and reflection of each subject in depth. There is no fast food, shortcut, 
discount or magic pill of spirituality. One has to be willing to invest proper time into its 
soul nourishment. 

WHAT OTHER BOOKS DID MANUEL PUBLISH? WHAT ARE THE FUTURE ONES? 
We will learn in the sequel that Manuel wrote several books in many former lives. This is 
the first published in his current life, yet he wrote 2 more that are not published yet. Two 
more books are currently half written to complete the Seven Skyes trilogy, which are Seven 
Skyes Within - The Reincarnations and Humanity Memoirs, and Seven Skyes Beyond - The 
Galactic Worlds Chronicles. So get ready for an enlightening journey. 

SOCIAL MEDIA 
Manuel Skye     7 Skyes Under 
instagram.com/manuelskyejourney  instagram.com/7SkyesUnder 
twitter.com/ManuelSkyexxx   twitter.com/7SkyesUnder 
https://onlyfans.com/manuelskyexxx    
tiktok.com/@manuelskye   
https://www.youtube.com/@manuelskye 
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